ACCESS AGREEMENT
(Terms and Conditions Use of CPC Web Site)

CounterPoint Communications (CPC) operates web sites on the World Wide Web of the
Internet, which includes DOUBLE FIXED™, How to Play HMO HARDBALL™, Tea party
Alliance Against Judicial Activism™, Health Fraud Analytics™ and other materials. Any
person who provides any materials related to the site hereby grants CPC the right to
use, reproduce, edit, copy, publish and distribute any such material.
CounterPoint Communications makes no warranty or representation as to the results
that may be obtained from use of CPC's web sites, or as to the accuracy, completeness,
appropriateness, reliability or content of any information or material provided through
CPC's web site. In no event, will CPC or any person or entity involved in creating,
producing or distributing CPC's web site be either liable or responsible for any claim,
loss, or damage arising out of the use of the CPC's web site. If you believe that any fact
on the website is incorrect, please notify CPC of the fact(s), providing all documentation
that supports your determination. CPC will review the documentation and notify you of
the results of its review.
When submitting comments, be brief and to the point. Include a verifiable name, mailing
address and telephone number. Responses may be edited before being placed on the
web sites.
Any opinions, advice or statements, or other information made available by third parties
are those of the respective author(s) or distributor(s) and not of CPC. CounterPoint
Communications neither endorses nor is responsible for the accuracy or reliability of
any such opinion, advice or statement made on CPC’s web site.
As a convenience to our users, CPC may offer links to other web sites created and
maintained by other public and/or private entities. CounterPoint Communications has no
control over linked sites and cannot guarantee, or be held responsible for, materials
found on any such site. A link to another web site does not mean that CPC endorses
that site.
By reading, downloading, printing, distributing or making any other use of these
materials, you agree to these Terms and Conditions and assume full responsibility for
providing information to or using information from this site. If you do not agree to these
Terms and Conditions, you do not have permission to make any use of materials on this
site.

